Labsektor Paintball Hall Regulations
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Only paintball equipment can be used to play. Usage of equipment other than provided by the
organizer is forbidden.
Only paintball balls purchased from the organizer can be used.
Under no circumstances take off the mask during the game.
Make sure that after leaving the field the Barell Bag or other plug (ensuring that the marker will not
shoot accidentally) is put on.
Shooting outside the game field results in immediate excluding of the player from the game, without
return of costs incurred.
Minors are allowed to play only after delivering a declaration signed by parents/ legal guardians.
It is not allowed to attack other people, animals or objects that are not a part of the game.
Hand-to-hand combat, kicking or pushing is forbidden.
The player is eliminated from the game after: being hit (paint splash on the uniform/ shoes/ mask or
marker); self-elimination (own decision/ declaration) that cannot be withdrawn; on the basis of the
organizer's or animator's decision.
The player who is eliminated from the game should raise one arm, shout "Hit!" and leave the field using
the shortest route possible, holding the marker with a barrel aimed at the ground in one hand and the
other hand on the head. It is not allowed to talk or give signs to other members of the team. Taking off
the mask is forbidden as well, until the player leaves the field.
Only participants of the game and the organizers can be on the field during the game. Players
eliminated from the game have to leave the field immediately.
Field boundaries (the game area) are marked out by the organizer.
Players are obliged to execute commands of the judges or the organizers.
People not engaged in the game (but are present at the hall) should not influence the games.
Each player will get detailed instructions (regarding health and safety rules, especially eyes protection
as well as usage of paintball equipment) before starting the game and sign a declaration.
Players under the influence of alcohol and intoxicants will be excluded from games, without return of
costs incurred.
It is not allowed to hide inside car wrecks, scramble up the car wrecks or into the buildings and other
obstructions. Moreover, using of any other objects (apart from paintball equipment) is forbidden.
Players that do not follow these rules/ instructions, make it at their own risk and responsibility. Owners
and employees of Labsektor Paintball Hall (belonging to United Colours of Paintball), their relatives or
friends will not bear the consequences of damages, detriments of health, disability or death caused by
improper behaviour.
Photos taken during games can be used by Labsektor's owners on the company's website
www.labsektor.pl or for marketing purposes.
Discounts and other special offers cannot be connected (they have to be used separately).
Fines: 700 PLN for shooting at lighting and 1,500 PLN for shooting in CHRONO.
Each participant of the paintball game in Labsektor Paintball Hall (owned by United Colours of
Paintball) as well as people staying inside declare that they have familiarize with the present
Regulations.
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